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For us being kind to our �mute� companions is an obligation.

We have been rendering this obligatory service for the last

20 years taking inspiration from Shri Ramakrishna�s wisdom

that the �ultimate awareness (chaitanya)� is of �Shiv gyane

Jeev seva� i.e. to see the Almighty in each of his creations

up to the miniscule living creature and help and preserve

them all.

�When around �Janmasthami� a tiny little kitten was dropped

over the boundary wall of Karuna Kunj by locals, our pack

of dogs was sensible enough to alert the staff without

getting too close to scare this tiny soul. She�s just over a

month old but enjoying her freedom under due protection.

Feels great to see her romping around the three sections

of the huge cattery carefree�.� Our supporters across the

globe were sent this soothing message. Ruchi Kohli emailed

from Maryland, USA �Important to see every single being

as God in all of her distressing disguises.  She may be the

one to give you an opportunity to fill your basket elevating

your soul to heights beyond. What a wonderful way to

celebrate Krishna�s birthday.�

Along with common Calcuttans who are by and large kind,

one major achievement of Compassionate Crusaders have

been in changing the attitude of the �authorities�! Kolkata

is unique in one humane aspect, here Army, Airport &

Police have been taking our help & guidance in �humanely�

solving all animal related issues & problems.
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Before CCT came into being, awareness about

environment, animal rights, related human health issues

were all quite vague and sporadic in our country. Now

some of them have been accepted through legislation by

our own country and even other civilized nations. Some

more have reached the highest level of judiciary and the

religious & community leaders. CCT�s stand on compassion

is vindicated.

The recent killing of a tigress by a tiger during mating at

the Delhi Zoo has brought CCT�s stand on �caged zoo� in

to focus with Hindustan Times, Delhi launching a full page

�The Zoo Story� which was published simultaneously in

nine major city editions of Mumbai, Lucknow, Jaipur etc.

apart from Delhi.

Ripples of CCT�s Compassionate Activities against animal

sacrifice are reaching global shores.

Deonnie Gai Moodie,  Faculty of Arts & Sciences, Harvard

University, wrote on early May this year.

Dear Debasis-da, I wanted to let you know that I recently

defended my dissertation on Kalighat Temple, and have

acknowledged you and written briefly about the work of

the Compassionate Crusaders Trust regarding the practices

of the temple.

The title of the dissertation is �Contesting Kalighat:

Discursive Productions of a Hindu Temple in Colonial and

Contemporary Kolkata.� It is an analysis of the ways in

which historical texts, lawsuits, newspaper articles, and

campaigns  produce Kalighat as a historical, religious, and
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public object, each with varying implications - particularly,

bolstering the temple�s popularity and importance, and

making it a site that is deeply contested today.

Thanks again for speaking with me at length about your

work and helping to make this research possible. Deonnie

Dr Rachel Fell McDermott, Professor & Chair, Asian &

Middle Eastern Cultures of Barnard College, Colombia

University also published a research paper in 2011, titled

Revelry, Rivalry, and Longing for the Goddess of Bengal:

The Fortunes of Hindu Festivals; mentioning our campaign

against animal sacrifice, with a special mention of our

Kalighat campaign and subsequent judicial & administrative

intervention.

The following two incidents prominently covered by the

media exemplified a ripple of compassion individually or

institutionally among the general public as a result of our

activity.

Tales of Compassion: Soxy�s Story by Sumati Yengkhom,

Times News Network Oct 5, 2013 Kolkata: Not every day

does Kolkata show it still has a heart. Not every day do a

group of Kolkatans pit their collective wills to fight for a

cause the way a group of north Kolkatans did... all to give

a new lease of life to a four-legged friend. On this our

illustrious patron KPS Menon commented �The story of

Soxy that we all followed the last few months highlights

the misfortunes of our dumb companions and what a group

of selfless persons can do to make life tolerable for these

unfortunate creatures. In fact in many such cases it is a
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beautiful new life for them. I hope this story, and the issue

generally, will prod all of us to the compassion shown by

the Crusaders.�

Goldy�s rescue: A traffic police team played K9 rescuer

on Wednesday morning, moved by the heart-rending sight

of an abandoned and wounded golden retriever lying

motionless on a roadside in the Metro Channel. �Initially

we thought the owner was nearby but when nobody turned

up after 30 minutes, we took a closer look. We found that

the dog had multiple injuries on his back and hind legs,�

said sergeant Anjan Debnath. He called the Compassionate

Crusaders Trust (24647030), which took the dog to its

Thakurpukur shelter. (Reported by The Telegraph of Sep

5, 2013)

Parvati Bradley, USA reacted on Goldy�s rescue, �This is

so heartbreaking. At the same time, it is wonderful to see

people like the very kind police man and your organization

taking care of the needy. It is my desire that after retirement

I will move back to my homeland and serve in your

organization as a volunteer. May God shower you with all

His blessings.�

Shower of compassion from young hearts: 30 students

from the Delhi Public School, Ruby Park (DPS) visited

Karuna Kunj, adopted a tiny puppy (who had his hind legs

crushed at a very early age), christened him Dipsite, after

the �http� of the DPS Alumni.

CCT sails through making best use of available resource:

This year too, like last few years, we have had no financial
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help from the Government, either central or state, nor

related resources like �Local Area Development Fund�. By

sheer improved financial management and optimum

utilization of resources, yet again we have maintained a

healthy balance sheet without any financial liability.

This year we have been successful in enhancing our

Project Expenditure by 64% from the previous year, this

in spite of uncontrolled price rise which led to increased

expenditure. CCT staff members are also adequately

�compensated� with additional service charges to meet

their higher living cost. Continuing on the positive trend of

last four years, CCT has achieved a zero liability in this

financial year 2013-14 too. Plainly speaking, no unpaid

bills, whatsoever!

In addition we have put our allowable corpus as fixed

deposit to sail through any rough weather so that the mutes

in our care and their care-givers never feel the pinch of

the happenings at large. All these are achieved by the

dedicated and matured handling of the affairs by our

wonderful young team.

Help has come, mostly, from the goodwill and support of

the people of Calcutta, a city famous for its warmth and

kindness. We salute Calcuttans for their attitude and

awareness, and recognize the vital role they play in the

success of our endeavors.

Most importantly, we have never compromised on the

quality of our service to the poor suffering animals of our

city and elsewhere, which is after all the very reason for

our existence.
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Most humbly we dedicate this achievement to the

compassionate souls across the globe, who have been

our supporters since Compassionate Crusaders started

out on its journey in November 1993 with a corpus of only

One Thousand Rupees.

As a mark of respect to his fond memory, a friend�s family

has facilitated in creating ASHIS BHATTACHARYA

MEMORIAL FUND with the Compassionate Crusaders

Trust, as a corpus fund to support our �care-givers of the

mutes� in their effort in initiating primary education/ further

studies for their children. This will help in creating a new

generation of compassionate citizens, a dream Ashis had

nurtured! Like last year, this year too, two children of our

non-executive staff members are given grant for a term�s

education.

Last year our Compassionate Crusaders� Centre for Animal

Welfare, popular as Tollygunge Clinic has had a complete

makeover with additional facilities for treatment of the

�mutes� in cool comfort; thanks to the generous support

from the compassionate city couple, Mr. Subrato & Mrs.

Subhra Ghosh. From the beginning of the last financial

year in April  and again on this New Year we have enhanced

the time and quality of treatment further, at our Clinic, a

favorite of the caring animal lovers of our city.

Karuna Kunj also has had a sparkling makeover last year,

most significantly our staff there has been instrumental in

implementation and maintenance of the upgraded facility.

During this year�s oppressive summertime we have installed
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Doggy-Kitty shower, unique in the country, for fun-relief

for the residents of Karuna Kunj.

Ms Gail Palin of California, USA after visiting Karuna Kunj

& Tollygunge Clinic, wrote back �I had a great time visiting

your sanctuary, meeting your employees and seeing your

sweet animals. You are doing an amazing job for the

animals of Kolkata. I truly enjoyed my visit with you, and

learned so much about what you do. I will be sharing the

information and pictures with my friends here.�

Karuna Kunj cattery has become a Feline Disney Land,

thanks to Mr. Areful Islam�s firm, The Calcutta Construction

Company, that has sponsored the extension of the Cattery.

The Saturday Club�s kind donation of the play-things like

Jungle Gym, Slide, Swing for the enjoyment of the cats

have acted like the icing on the cake!

Karuna Kunj pet-burial continues to offer dignified farewell

to the departed �mute members of the family�. The �Memorial

to Every Loving Pet� stands in all its gracious serenity, with

the touching poem that brings a lump to the animal lovers�

throat!  Now a solar powered lamp post, courtesy Mr.

Pradip Mitra, brightens the serene space.

We mention with gratitude, the kind gesture of the Hastings

Chapel authorities for allowing us to park our Water Tanker

for the animals round the year.

Sputnik�s Garden is an interesting addition to the rich

greenery of Karuna Kunj, where about 80 varieties of trees

and plants are recorded and documented. An area

earmarked as a nursery of saplings and existing trees of
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about 50 varieties are nurtured in Sputnik�s Garden. The

saplings will be multiplied regularly for free distribution to

the children for greening the community. Sputnik�s family

will be sponsoring this along with regular beautification &

maintenance.

�For equality he stood which we all agree, For animals

everywhere, the right to be free. A tiny crusader, sent to

earth from above, To teach us respect, compassion and

love, For animals big and creatures so small, Domesticated

wild, we must love them all.� Wrote Mrs. Heather-mae

Celins  of Chelsea(Victoria), Australia as a tribute to our

loving Chihuahua, Sputnik Sylvells Mickeys Mustard.

Sputnik�s friend, our longtime volunteer Bhaswati Pande

(Pinky) launched Sputnik�s Garden range of gift items

under her own brand Smile & Mile�s. Pinky will donate the

proceeds from the sales for the sheltered pets of Karuna

Kunj.

Sheru Singh Memorial is piece of green & flowers in

memory of Sheru, the departed pet of Kohli family of

Maryland, USA. They wrote : Sad news- Sheru�s owner,

Mr. Inder Singh-my brother-in-law passed away on

Thursday to go be with my darling Sheru. God bless their

souls and help us get through this most challenging time�..

Thank you so very much in assisting us to realize the

power of love. We were so blessed to learn and share

Sheru�s love and compassion with many more souls than

ever imagined. It is truly an honor to work with you and

your staff in Kolkata.
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I will send you help to feed the animals and take care of

them in memory of my loving brother Inderjit Singh, by my

family members to assist with the rest of my family in the

world. We are all related through love, a bond that is

eternal. Sincerely, Veena, Honey, and Ruchi Kohli.

One of CCT�s most sincere overseas supporters Dr. Manu

Chandaria of Nairobi, Kenya stands rock solid beside us.

Mr. Murari Garodia of Oregon, USA marked to me a very

sweet note that he had sent to his three close friends Mr.

Naresh Mittal of Houston, Mr. Raj Agarwal of New York &

Mr. Hari Agarwal of CNA Metals, Texas : �I don�t know

him, have not visited him but share his compassion.� All

four of them were prompt & generous in their support for

the �mutes�!

A visit, along with compassionate & generous gesture of

Mr. Sukriti Chakraborty of Pune was also of significance.

Mrs. Parvati Bradley of California, USA, continues to be

a genuine supporter for the mutes. As is Mr. Mohi Ranjan

Halder, a fellow Calcuttan.

Ms. Shahin Popple of England came to the city in 2011

and got some timely help from our team. She had sent

funds going back. This year also Ms.Popple�s story is

repeated through a phone call from her from England.

As always, compassionate gesture by the most benevolent

Calcuttans, Shri Basant Kumar and Dr.(Smt.) Sarala Birla

continues to encourage us by their unstinted support!
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I take this opportunity to offer some necessary clarification

regarding our Report on Activity & Financial status.

Donors & Supporters- As it would be next to impossible

to mention our innumerable donors in cash & kind, we

mention donors of Rs.5000 & above, or regular donors of

smaller amounts. As also those who help in  raising and

maintenance of infrastructure and facilities for the animals

in our care. Other supporters mentioned include all well

meaning individuals/groups/corporates who give us

continuous logistic support and lend their expertise on the

relevant issues in the course of our crusade for compassion.

Statement of Accounts - Some more clarification regarding

our Statement of Accounts which reflects our financial

activity. Statement of Accounts is prepared and duly

audited, more in the format of the statutory requirement

of the law of the land. At the first glance some expenditure

may stare back at the beholder. As the �bills� raised by

essential services like telephone, electricity, fuel, vehicle

repairs (mostly) have to be paid directly from the trust fund.

That apart there are varied expenditure which are directly

settled by the donors, including food, medicines,

infrastructure, maintenance which are never reflected in

the �financial� report. Whereas the assets created as well

as fund saved by the �direct� fund givers can not be reflected

in the financial report either.

Transparency is our keyword, like previous years we are

posting the financial and activity report on our website.
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We believe in Gandhji�s words, �Even if you�re in a minority

of one, truth is always the truth�.

Our Patron, Mr. K.P.S. Menon�s clarion call is �Fight against

corruption. It is eating the soul of our country�... corruption

and inefficiency have become the hallmarks of our

functioning.�

Sensitive citizens across  the globe were shell-shocked

by  the despicable stand of the Annual Welfare Board of

India (AWBI) in publishing an advertisement sponsored

by Animal Skin Traders.

Mr. Merritt Clifton, Editor, ANIMAL PEOPLE, Washington,

wrote : I have been asked to comment on the matter of

the Animal Welfare Board of India allowing the Council for

Leather Exports to sponsor advertisements for Animal

Welfare Fortnight. I have refrained from commenting for

the past week because I had sent e-mails to several of

the apparent participants in making the AWBI decision

asking for their perspectives. I did not express an opinion

of my own; I merely asked: How did it come to pass that

the Council for Leather Exports is sponsoring Animal

Welfare Fortnight advertising?

Not one has responded so far. The silence suggests that

the recipients of the inquiries may be having difficulty

constructing a response, because they may realize that

allowing the Council for Leather Exports to use the good

name of Animal Welfare Fortnight was a tactical mistake.

Our Patron�s wife and a Life Member Mrs. Lalitha Menon

have expressed her feelings, �It does seem bizarre that
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AWBI should tamely accept the Leather Mafia to sponsor

the crucial ad. It seems to me to be yet another instance

of official hypocrisy and corruption as you suggest. Hats

off to you for refusing their grant.�

CCT�s refusal to accept �blood money� as grants from

AWBI, even returning the grant in 2008 is hailed by all

right thinking people and our support base has grown ever

since!

Campaign against �cattle smuggling� is showing results of

our 10 year long interaction, person to person, from the

highest officer to the rank & file of the Border Security

Force(BSF), the valiant protectors of the nation�s boundary.

CCT�s zoonotic concerns are getting real by the day. In

the wake of three confirmed swine flu cases at the start

of the year, the state health department has sounded a

swine flu alert. In 2009, the city experienced a scare as

130 cases were confirmed. The following year, H1N1

struck again, with more than 30 confirmed cases.

Philanthropists and social workers (including the medical

fraternity) seldom realize that to help the health and

economy of a society, it is vital to focus on preventive

(rather than curative) health care. The truncated approach

and a myopic focus of the human race are resulting in our

losing humane values. The lives of millions of humans in

developing countries can be improved substantially by

preventing the source of the disease instead of spending

several times more to cure the diseased people after they

have been infected.
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There are over 40 zoonotic diseases of which animals are

carriers. The lives of millions of humans in developing

countries can be improved substantially by preventing the

source of the disease instead of spending several times

more to cure the diseased people after they have been

afflicted. Most of the people affected by zoonotic diseases

are from the lower income groups. If the person affected

is the bread earner, the whole family is ruined by the illness

or death.

The regular pandemic of different zoonotic disease is a

grim warning of the consequences of neglecting the

importance of animal welfare. Philanthropists and social

workers (including the medical fraternity) seldom realize

that to help the health and economy of a society, it is vital

to focus on preventive (rather than curative) health care.

30,000 people are reported to die of Rabies in India

each year. These are reported deaths. Many more go

unreported.. Other common zoonotic diseases are T.B.,

Anthrax, Diphtheria, Encephalitis, Hepatitis, Leptospirosis,

Cholera, Plague, stomach ailments due to worms and

many more.

Diseases spread through earth, water, food and air. Even

the milk of a diseased cow has ill-effects. A baby born to

an emaciated mother who has worms can be born with

brain damage. Instead of spending countless millions,

can�t we do some judicious planning to reduce the need

for curing people and take steps to keep them healthy

instead?
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�A man who won�t die for something is not fit to live�, Martin

Luther King, Jr.

We deeply mourn the departure of our Chairman Emeritus,

Mr. Russi Mody who left us this year on May 16.

Compassionate Crusaders Trust was fortunate indeed to

have him as our �friend, philosopher & guide.� We at CCT

pray for eternal peace for this noble soul.

Late Kaushik Mitra was an excellent worker for the �cause

of the mutes�; he was one of our early volunteers to be

trained as Animal Welfare Officer, Govt. of India. He left

us this year on April 9. May Kaushik�s soul rest in peace!

The media has been extremely supportive even though

we could never offer them any thing other than our sincerity

for the cause of compassion. As Mahatma Gandhi said,

Mother Earth has enough for everybody�s need but there

can never be enough for everybody�s greed! I would like

to take this opportunity to thank all the media personnel

whose innate sensitivity and skillful pens and cameras

voiced needs of the mutes and the Compassionate

Crusaders� endeavor in creating a kinder world.

Mr. Merritt Clifton sent a message: ANIMALS 24-7 officially

launched on April 12,  2014. Reader response began

arriving from around the world. Merritt�s Editor�s note

mentioned, Debasis Chakrabarti�s 2003 essay �How no-

kill dog control came to Kolkata, India� has helped directors

of neuter/return programs around  the world to effectively

balance the needs of animals with the concerns of humans.
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The Hindustan Times� daily publication of Compassionate

Crusaders� Animal Helpline is a real boon. As also The

Telegraph�s coverage of our emergency pet care in their

Metro Guide. Many pets have benefited by this action of

theirs.

The Animal lovers of Kolkata can boast of their city being

the only METRO CITY in the country to have a 24 Hour

�ANIMAL HELPLINE� in two prominent dailies!

Our partnership with RSPCA, U.K. continues. Ms. Rachel

Cole, Secretary, International Dept. of RSPCA, UK

communicated that they are phasing out the RSPCA

Association Scheme in 2014. She wrote �We still strongly

value our partnership and hope that we can continue our

relationship with your organisation.�

Our regular activity update, including pictures will be

available at the Facebook profile �Compassionate

Crusaders Trust� which has an enhanced following by

300% or four times this year along with related Blogs and

Youtube channel �ANIMALCRUSADER� created and

maintained by our E-team.

We will continue to post our yearlong activity details and

audited accounts on our website and Facebook. Our

website www.animalcrusaders.org  displays the videos of

some of our activities� we hope to keep on adding more!

Debasis Chakrabarti

May 2014
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Compassionate Crusaders� Center
for Animal Welfare

OPD Record for the Year 2013-2014

About 5600 sick animals, namely 3800 Dogs, 800 Cats, 550 Birds and

450 Other animals are given adequate relief and treatment at the out

patient department of our Clinic & Karuna Kunj.

Animals Rescued in the year 2013-14

About 650 distressed animals, namely 410 Dogs, 180 Cats, 30 Wildlife

and 30 Other animals were rescued and then rehabilitated, released

or sheltered as per the specific need of each animal.

Animal Control

Animal control is undertaken in high security and sensitive areas of

both the Central and the State Government including Army, Police,

Hospitals and also important  national institutions. As advised by the

authorities concerned, we are not publishing the locations for security

reasons.
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COMPASSIONATE CRUSADERS TRUST

Number of Animals

Buried at KARUNAKUNJ in the year 2013-14

13 Memorial Plaques have been erected

by the loving families

359 �mute� members of the family

are Buried with dignity

21

Sorrow is knowledge, those that know the most

must mourn the deepest, the tree of knowledge

is not the tree of life.

                                                      ~ Lord  Byron



ACTIVITIES OF COMPASSIONATE CRUSADERS TRUST

The services rendered : ANIMAL HELPLINE: 24647030/ 22104365

Round the clock emergency Ambulance and Veterinary service, Pet Clinic.

PetXpress trauma care for pets.

Karuna Kunj : Shelter for destitute dogs and cats, other pets. Burial ground for

pets. Free cattle camps. Sanjua, near Bibirhat on Bakhrahat Rd. 24 Pgs(S). Ph:

28680526.

Horse treatment Camp every Sunday at 9 am with help from the Army personnel,

at the Fountain of Joy, opposite the Victoria Memorial.

Sterilization and anti-rabies vaccinations of dogs & cats.

Cruelty cases or Wildlife violations: 24647030, 22104365 (24Hrs)

Internship: Students from National University of Juridical Sciences, Kolkata,

Symbiosis International University, Pune, Symbiosis Institute of Media &

Communication, Pune, amongst others have availed of our Internship Programme

on Animal Laws, Media Promotion of our cause etc.

LIST OF VEHICLES

1. PetXpress(Mahindra Voyager)-sponsored by Parks Foundation, USA.

2. PetAid cum Bon Adieu van (Bajaj Trax van)-sponsored by RSPCA, UK.

3. Animal Assistance van(Mahindra Mini-bus)-sponsored by AWDiv, GOI.

4. Emergency(Bajaj 2-wheeler)
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BALANCE SHEET

LIABILITIES
AMOUNT

As on 31-03-14

COMPASSIONATE
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General Fund 21,966.19

Corpus Fund 300,000.00

Capital Donation 2,667,151.95

2,989,118.14



CRUSADERS TRUST
AS AT 31ST MARCH, 2014

Fixed Assets :

Land 167,000.00

Building 1 1,165,875.00

Vehicles 2 120,835.41

Equipments 3 33,054.41

Furniture & Fittings 4 21,534.48

Computer 5 661.12

Excess of Expenditure over Income 918,590.98

Less:: Excess of Income over Expenditure 65,507.70

853,083.28

Loan and Advance (Assets) 150,000.00

Investments :

Fixed Deposit 299,741.00

Current Assets :

Tax deducted at source 259.00

Cash at Bank (General A/C) 160,573.87

Cash at Bank (F.C.R.A/C) 9,416.86

Cash in hand 7,083.71

2,989,118.14

ASSETS SCHEDULE
AMOUNT

As on 31-03-14
AMOUNT

For Compassionate Crusaders Trust

Sd/- Ratna Ganguli, Trustee

For RSA & Co.

Chartered Accountants

Sd/- Arvind Tewari

02.05.2014
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RECEIPTS & PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR

COMPASSIONATE

To Opening Balance:-

 � Cash at Bank (General A/c) 85,164.87

 � Cash at Bank (F.C.R.A/C) 16,254.45

 � Cash in Hand 2,420.71

 � Donation:

 � General Donation 768,845.00

 � Donation From Shelter 696,410.00

 � Donation from Clinic 963,936.00

 � Donation From Mobile Clinic 204,030.00

 � Donation From Foreign Contribution 155,044.41

 � Donation from Sale of marcy stamp 10,600.00

 � Interest from Bank 2,112.00

 � Interest from Fixed Deposit 25,378.00

 � Loan Recover form staff 24,800.00

  2,954,995.44

RECEIPTS
AMOUNT

As on 31-03-14
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CRUSADERS TRUST
THE YEAR ENDED ON 31ST MARCH, 2014

PAYMENTS
AMOUNT

As on 31-03-14

By Salary & Service charges 653,450.00

� Veterinary fees 208,000.00

� Para Veterinary fees 249,500.00

� Medicines 372,339.00

� Shelter maintenance exp. 314,108.00

� Charitable clinic maintenance exp. 12,778.00

� Vehicle maintenance exp.(P.O.L) 193,931.00

� Vehicle maintenance exp.(Repair) 140,513.00

� Website maintenance & Campaign exp. 54,700.00

� Staff  welfare & fooding exp. 136,298.00

� Travelling expenses 49,610.00

� Bank charges 260.00

� Printing & Stationery 36,484.00

� Postage 9,844.00

� Telephone & Internet charges 98,955.00

� Electricity charges 59,610.00

� Tax &  Insurance charges 7,151.00

� Shelter construction expenses 149,107.00

� Pets� requisites 20,327.00

� Camera purchased 4,799.00

� Water pump purchased 3,010.00

� Wheel Barrow purchased 3,147.00

� Closing Balance:-

- Cash at Bank  (General A/c) 160573.87

- Cash at Bank  (F.C.R.A/C) 9416.86

- Cash in hand 7083.71

2,954,995.44

For Compassionate Crusaders Trust

Sd/- Ratna Ganguli, Trustee

For RSA & Co.

Chartered Accountants

Sd/- Arvind Tewari

02.05.2014
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To Salary & Service charges 653,450.00

� Veterinary fees 208,000.00

� Para Veterinary fees 249,500.00

� Medicines 372,339.00

� Shelter maintenance expenses 314,108.00

� Charitable Clinic maintenance exp. 12,778.00

� Vehicle maintenance exp.(P.O.L) 193,931.00

� Vehicle maintenance exp.(Repair) 140,513.00

� Travelling expenses 49,610.00

� Bank charges 260.00

� Printing & Stationery 36,484.00

� Postage 9,844.00

� Telephone & Internet Charges 98,955.00

� Electricity charges 59,610.00

� Tax & Insurance charges 7,151.00

� Staff  welfare & fooding exp. 136,298.00

� Website maint. & Campaign exp. 54,700.00

� Pets� requisites 20,327.00

� Depreciation :

Shelter Construction @ 10% 100,921.52

Control Room @ 10% 6,354.67

Kennels @ 10% 915.07

Clinic @10% 4,782.97

Tempo Trax Van @ 15% 5,239.31

Mahindra Minibus Van @ 15% 5,381.50

Voyager Van @15% 9,285.54

Two Wheeler @ 15% 830.51

Water Tanker @ 15% 587.03

Camera @ 15% 265.59

Fan @15% 212.20

Diesel Oven @15% 865.81

Medical equipments @ 15% 2,556.12

Furniture @ 10% 3,800.20

Computer @ 60% 991.67

142,989.71

� Excess of Income over Expenditure 65,507.70

2,826,355.41

INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

EXPENDITURE
AMOUNT

As on 31-03-14

COMPASSIONATE
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FOR THE YEAR ENDED ON 31ST MARCH, 2013

By General Donation 768,845.00

� Donation from Shelter 696,410.00

� Donation from Clinic 963,936.00

� Donation from Mobile Clinic 204,030.00

� Donation  from Foreign Contribution 155,044.41

� Donation from Sale of Marcy Stamp 10,600.00

� Interest from Bank 2,112.00

� Interest from Fixed Deposit 25,378.00

2,826,355.41

INCOME
AMOUNT

As on 31-03-14

CRUSADERS TRUST

For Compassionate Crusaders Trust

Sd/- Ratna Ganguli, Trustee

For RSA & Co.

Chartered Accountants

Sd/- Arvind Tewari

02.05.2014
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SCHEDULE-1
Building
Shelter Construction 1,009,215.17
Less:  Depreciation @ 10% 100,921.52

908,293.65
Add: During the Year 149,107.00

1,057,400.65
Clinic 47,829.69
Kennel 9,150.72
Control room 63,546.65

120,527.06
Less:  Depreciation @ 10%            12,052.71

        108,474.35

     1,165,875.00
SCHEDULE-2
Vehicles
Tempo Trax 34,928.73
Mahindra Minibus 35,876.68
Voyager Van 61,903.62
Two Wheeler 5,536.77
Water Tanker 3,913.50

142,159.30
Less: Depreciation @ 15% 21,323.89

120,835.41
SCHEDULE-3
Camera 1,770.63
Fan 1,414.69
Diesel Oven 5,772.04
Medical Equipment 17,040.77

25,998.13
Less: Depreciation @ 15% 3,899.72

22,098.41
Add: Camera purchased 4,799.00
Add: Water pump purchased 3,010.00
Add: Wheel Barrow purchased 3,147.00

33,054.41
SCHEDULE-4
Furniture 25,334.68
Less: Depreciation @ 15% 3,800.20

21,534.48
SCHEDULE-5
Computer 1,652.79
Less:  Depreciation @ 60% 991.67

661.12

 as on 31.03.2014

COMPASSIONATE CRUSADERS TRUST
STATEMENT OF SCHEDULES

AMOUNT

Rs.

AMOUNT

Rs.
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HELP US To Continue Our Work

HELP US To Continue Our Work
�ANGELS EXIST ... but some times, since they don�t all have wings, we call
them FRIENDS.�
We are Grateful for Donations in any amount. No amount is too small. Thank
you for helping us continue our work and for caring about animals.

Bank information for Compassionate Crusaders Trust
Bank Name : Indian Overseas Bank

Bank Address (including country): Chowringhee Branch.
9, Chittaranjan Avenue (1st Floor), Kolkata - 700072, India.

Account Name: Compassionate Crusaders Trust
Address of Account Name : 1/13 A, Olai Chandi Road, Kolkata - 700037, India

[For Donors in Foreign currency]
Account No. : S.B. A/c No: 031901000011050
ABA# (Swift code): Swift Code: IOBAINBB015

IBAN: If the bank is in Europe, IBAN is requested.- N.A.
* Is Your bank account an USD bank account?- YES
*Your bank account accepts what kind of currency?- USD, Euro, Pound
*How much your bank charges you when you draw the money from overseas?
-03% (Three PerCent approx)
For Indian Donors : [ S.B/ A/c No. : 031901000009840 ]
[ IFS Code : IOBA0000319 ]
Please specify on your check that the donation is for Compassionate Crusaders Trust
A receipt will be mailed back to you.

Name of the account holder: Compassionate Crusaders Trust
The address of the account holder : 1/13 A, Olai Chandi Road,
Kolkata - 700037, India
TEL: +913325320000 (LL), +919433055055 (Cell) Fax: +913325465548
Email: debasischak@vsnl.net, animlcrusader@gmail.com
Contact person name: Mr. Debasis Chakrabarti

The Compssionate Crusaders Trust.

Registered on 17 November 1993

Patron : Mr. K. P. S. Menon
former Ambassador and Foreign Secretary

Chairman Emeritus : Mr. Russi Mody

BOARD

Founder : Mr. Debasis Chakrabarti

Trustees : Ms. Ratna Ganguli

Mrs. Shernaz Chinoy

Mr. Dilip Kumar Banerjee

Mr. Sumantra Roy
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Contact : Compassionate Crusaders Trust

Registered Office:

1/13A, Olai Chandi Road. Kolkata - 700 037

Ph: +91-33-2464-7030, / 2210-4365

 Fax: +91 33 25465548

Email: animalcrusader@gmail.com

url : http://www.animalcrusaders.org

Facebook : Compassionate Crusaders Trust

Youtube Channel : animalcrusader

Blog : http://cct1993.blogspot.com/

MEDIA INC.
Admn. Off : # 17 & 18 Ganga Jamuna Apts. (1st Floor)

28/1, Shakespeare Sarani, Kolkata - 700 017
Phs : 2280 2202 (4 lines), E-mail : mediainc@radiantad.com
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